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ON THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF RESOLVENTS 
OF ACCRETIVE OPERATORS IN BANACH SPACES

Jong Soo Jung

1. Introduction

Let (E, II II) be a real Banach space and let I denote 
the identity. Recall that an operator A U E X E with 
domain D(A) and range R(A) is said to be accretive if 

시I W ||a：i-^2 + r(3；1-3?2)|| for all y U 厶匸, i = 1,2, 
and 尸〉0. An accretive operator A U E X E is m-accretive 
if R^I+rA) = E for all r > 0- Let Jt = (Z+fA)'1, /〉0, 
be the resolvent of A and assume that 0wR("4). It is 
known that if E is a Hilbert space, then for each x in 
E, the strong lim Jtx exists and belongs to A-10. This —8
result was extended to a restricted class of Banach spaces 
in [3,4]. In particular, Reich [6] showed that it is true 
under the assumption that -E is a uniformly smooth 
Banach space, and that A is m-accretive. Rather unex
pectedly, his proof involves the fixed point property for 
nonexpansive mappings.

In this paper, we establish a strong convergence 
theorem for resolvent Jtx as * co in a certain Banach
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space without usin흥 the fixed point property for nonex- 
pansive mappings. Further we apply it to a new conver
gence result fo호 an implicit iterative s사ieme.

2. Preliminaries

Let E be a 호eal Banach space and let E* its dual. 
U = {x E: 이 I = 1} be unit sphere of E. Recall that 
the nom of E is said to be Gateaux differentiable (and E 
is said to be smooth) if

lim 이+。||一||；이|)〃

exists for each x9y It is said to be uniformly Gateaux 
differentiable if for each y in U, this limit Is attained 
uniformly as x varies over U. We shall write that E is 
(Z7G). The norm is said to be uniformly Frechet diffe
rentiable (and E is said to be uniformly smooth) if the 
limit is attained uniformly for WU 乂 U. Since E is 
uniformly smooth if and only if its dual E* is uniformly 
convex, every Banach space with a uniformly convex dual 
is reflexive and (UG). But there are 直spaces E such that 
E is reflexive and (Z7G), but E is not even isomorphic to 
我 unifo호mly smooth space [7, p. 149]. A discussion of 
these and related concepts may be found in [2丄

The duality map from E into the family of nonempty 
subset of E* is defined by

丿愆) = E*: (z,WK) = |3||2늬 I” 씨 |2}

for each x in E9 J is single-valued if and only if E is 
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smooth.
Recall that a Banach limit LIM is a bounded linear 

functional on of norm 1 such that

Hm inf tn M LIM tn M lim sup tn n ->00 n 으 8

and

LIM ^ = LIM tn+1

for all {tn} in l°°. Let [j：n] be a bounded sequence in E. 
Then we can define the real valued continuous convex 
function © on E by

©(E) = LIM 1|如一이]2

for each z E,

By the method of [7], we obtain the following.

Lemma 1. Let C be a nonempty closed convex 돈ubset of 
a Banach space E with a uniformly Gateaux differentiable 
norm, let {xn} be a bounded sequence in E9 and let LIM 
be a Banach limit. Let u C. Then

LIM 11右一이I흐 = inf {LIM II在 一 z||2 : z E C}

if and only if LIM (2 — ", 0 for all z W C*

Proof. For z in C, and 0 M ： M L we have

\\xn—u\\2 = \\xn~tu~ (1T)n + (1 一 以2 — 々)|卩

M IS，一松一 (H)이『

+ 2(1-£、) 3,-- m、J(、en一 tu—(1—z)).

Let s > 0 be given. Since the norm of E is uniformly 
Gateaux differentiable, the duality mapping is uniformly 
continuous on bounded subsets of E from the strong 
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topology of E to the weak-star topology of E*. Therefore

II (z — u9 J(^Xn~tu— (1T)Z)—J(zn—"))||<〔 £

if t is close enough to 1. Consequently, we have

(2 —w, z/)) < s +(2 —u, J{xn—tu~ (1—^)z))

M 어「 2(1L) 이

一 (IT)히 卩} 

and hence

LIM (z — u9 J(xn—u))

M 어IS—이」LIMId—切

一 (D이 I카 < e.

Therefore, we haveLIM(z-払 J(zn~~u)) 0 for all z U C.
We prove the converse. Let z, u 包 C、Then, since

住L 이 卩 一住厂― 이 |2 M 2(U-Z.

for all n and LIM (z —% J{xn—u)) 0, we have

LIM 旧二一씨|2=诫 {LIM\\xn~z\\2：zGC}.

Remark. In Lemma 1, if C=E, then, for uG E,

LIM II ^一끼|2 = inf(LIM||^n-z||2 ： z G E)

if and only if LIM (z, = 0 for all z W E.

Let D be a subset of E・ Then we denote the closure of 
D by cl(、D) and its distance from a point j; in £ by 
d(3, Z)). We also denote the set {y D : ||硏1=日(0,£))} 
by D°.

We conclude this section with the following lemma 
which is essentially well known, (cf. [1. p.79]・)
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Lemma 2. Let E be a Banach space and let C be a 
closed convex subset of E. If E 甘is reflexive and strictly 
convex, then C° is a singleton.

3. Main results

Recall that an operator A U E X E is accretive if and 
only if for each z, w£)(4) and Axzi = 1, 2, there 
exists /uJVg — such that (:力一”，顶)〉0・ If A is 
accretive, we can define, for each positive r, the resol
vent of A, Jr : R(I+ rA) —> Z)(A) by Jr = (Z+rA)'1 and 
the Yosida approximat 1 on of A, Ar: R(I-hrA) —> E by 

Ar = We know 나lat Arx U AJrx for every

x R(I+rA) and that \ \Arx\ \ \ Ax\ for every z W Z)(4) 
A R{I+rA\ where \Ax\ = inf: y U Ax}. We also 
know that A-10 — F(Jr) for each r > 0, where F(JJ is 
the set of fixed points of Jr,

Lemma 3. Let £ be a Banach space, let A U E '乂 E be 
an accretive operator that satisfies the range condition： 
R(I+ rA)二)cZ(Z)(A)) for all r > 0.
(I ) If there exists {tn} with tn^ co and y = lim Jt n->oo

then y U A-10.

(H) HE is smooth and there exist {tn} and {&} such 
that tn —> co, y — lim and z = lim JSnx9 then y~z.n-*°° 宀 8

Proof. ( I ) Let r>0. Since :y = lim Jt and hence (J； x} n*。 共

is bounded, we have

-匕/이I < 끼/以/디 M "|(z-Ju)/妇|->0, 
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as n —> oo. Then we have Jry = y and hence y W A~L0 = 
F0).

(H ) Since z U A-10 and A is an accretive operator, we 
have

(山产一a, —

and hence {y~x9 J(3—Similarly, we have —
Therefore (y — z9J(y~z)) ^0, that is, y = z.

Now we establish the behavior of Jtx as t 一승 8.

Theorem 1. Let £ be a reflexive and strictly convex 
Banach space, and let A U E X E be an accretive operator 
that satisfies the range condition. Let C be a closed 
convex subset of E such 반lat 2(Z)(4))uCu Q R(I+rA).

r>0
If E is (UG、) and 0W」R(A_), then for each x in C, 

lim Jtx exists and belongs to A-10.

Proof. Fix a point x in C and a positive r. Let tn —> 
工n = and yn = — Then, since A~l 丰 如{心}

is bounded. So for a Banach limit LIM, we can define a 
real valued function on C by

弑之 ) = LIM|| 糸一이 [2

for each z W C・ Since © is continuous, convex and ©(z) 一十 cc 
as \\z\\ oo while E is reflexive, it attains its infimum 
over C. Let

K= {彼 U C ： ^(u) = inf{©(z) : z U C}}.

Then it follows that K is nonempty, closed, convex and 
bounded. Furthermore, K is invariant under J；. In fact, 
since ^n|| 0 as n oo, we have for each u 任 K,
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= LIM |3就一/•이|2
= LIM ||」如如-丄이|2
M LIM |3广끼]2 = 弑保).

We also observe that K contains a fixed point of Jr, To 
see this, let w W A-10 and define

Kr — {zz W K ： \ \u~w\\~d{w^K)}.

By Lemma 2, K‘ is a singleton. Denote such a singleton 
by v. Then ||Jrr —wj] —— < \ \v — w\\5 so that
Jrv = p. Since v W and A is accretive, we have, on 
the one hand, (xn~~x, MO for all n and hence

LIM(石一< 0. (1)

Since v U K, by Lemma 1, we have, on the other hand,

LIM(z-*, J(如一p)) MO

for all z U C. Putting z =毛 we have

LIM(^-v, J(xn-v)) < 0. (2)

Combining (1) and (2), we have —,^i|2 0. Thus
there exists a subsequence {xnk} of {^rn} which 
converges strongly to Therefore, by Lemma 3, we 
obtain that lim Jtx = v. f-XC

Corollary 1. Let E be a reflexive and strictly convex 
Banach space. Let A d E X E be an accretive operator 
that satisfies the range condition and 0 G /?(A). If E is 
(UG) and cl(D(A)) is convex, then for each x 
lim Jtx exists and belongs to WO.

Proof. Putting C = cZ(Z)(4)), we can obtain 반desired
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result*

Corollary 2. Let £ be a reflexive and strictly convex 
and let Au E X E be an 洲-accretive operator. If E is 
(UG) and OUR(A), then for each e 任 E, lim Jtx exists

/->OO

and belongs to 4LQ

Proof. Putting C = E, we can obtain -the desi호ed result.

4. Application

We _canshW the implicit iterative scheme

— a；为+ "4+[(3丿宀]+ Pn + 1^^n+1 一 Z)) = 也n +고, 〃〉0 (3)

where z U E, ynG Ax Z； \wn\ < oo, and {hn} and {£>“} 
'n = l

are positive sequences such that {pn} decreases to 0, {hnpn} 
oo

is bounded, S hnpn = oo and lim (?”-i/0«—l)/W=O. n = l n-*°°
Corollary 2 implies that [5. TheoremJ is valid in all 

Banach spaces, which are (UG), reflexive and strictly 
convex.

Theorem 2. Let E be a reflexive and strictly convex 
Banach space, and let A. U E X E be zn-accretive. If E is 
(Z7G) and 0 G R(A)9 then sequence {皿J defined by (3) 
converges strongly to a zero of A.
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